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Abstract 

Labonitory experirnents of a thermal with and without buoyancy reversal impinging 

on a stratified interface are presented. A thermal is created by releasing a small volume 

of buoyant fluid into a stratified environment composed of two layen of different 

densities. A thin interface separates the lower layer h m  the lighter upper layer. The 

entrainment of upper layer fluid into the thermal is investigated using a passive dye fiow 

visualization technique. For the case of themals without buoyancy reversal, the 

entrainment rate is found to obey a Rï3R power law, simiiar to the results obtaîned for 

stirring grid turbulence (Turner 1973) and a vertical plume impinging on a stratifïed 

interface (Kumagai 1984). This result was predicted by the stratified entrainment mode1 

of Cote1 and Breidenthal(1997), using the concept of vortex persistence. 

The eRect of simulated evaporative cooling on the entrainment of a themal 

impinging on a stratified interface is also investigated experimentally. Evaporative 

cooling in atmospheric clouds is simulated by buoyancy reversal in the laboratory, where 

the rnixed fluid is denser than either parent parcel. This is realized in the laboratory by 

releasing a mixture of ethyl alcohol and ethylene glycol in an aqueous solution. It rises 

first through a relatively dense lower layer fluid and then irnpinges on a thin stratzed 

interface, above which is a layer of relatively light fluid. The entrainment of upper layer 

fluid across the interface is measured optically. The entrainment rate for values of the 

-3/2 buoyancy reversal parameter, D*, between O and 0.5 was found to obey a Ri power 

law. The entrainment rate is independent of D* between O and 0.5 for a range of 

Richardson numbers fiom 3 to 25. This is consistent with the behavior of the buoyancy- 

reversing thermal in an unstratified environment observed by Johari (1992). 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

Most fluid motions in the atmosphere and oceans are turbulent, and strongly 

influenced by the dynamics of stratified flows. It is therefore essential to understand their 

dynamics in order to comprehend the environment The objective of this thesis is to 

extend our understanding of the fundamental physical processes involved in stratified 

turbulent flows. In stratified flows, turbulent entrainment, being the e s t  step in W g ,  

plays a central role. Entrainment controls the growth and decay of convective clouds in 

many ways. Laboratory experiments and numerical models are necessary to understand 

the complex flow field of aîmosphenc convection. 



This dissertation focuses on understanding the turbulent entrainment of a thermal 

impinging on a stralifïed interface. A direct application of this work is to study the 

interaction between clouds and the tropopause. The tropopause is a very thin Layer 

between the troposphere and stratosphere, and also represents the location of a 

discontinuity in the temperature profile. It is located about llkm above the earth's 

surface. The troposphere is the layer of the atmosphere below the tropopause, accounting 

for more than 80% of the mass and viaually all of the water vapor, clouds, and 

precipitation in the earth's atmosphere. The stratosphere is the layer of the atmosphere 

above the troposphere between 10 and 40krn. They together account for about 99.9% of 

the atmospheric mass (Wallace & Hobbs, 1977). Accurate modeling of mass transport 

across the tropopause is necessary to understand the concentration of ozone and other 

chernicals in the stratosphere. Some cumulus clouds contain poliutant air and penetrating 

through aîmospheric inversions rnay affect the ozone budget. The quantity of pollutants 

penetrating into the stratosphere might reduce the equilibrium concentration of ozone, 

thereby allowing more ultraviolet radiation to reach the earth's surface (Wallace & 

Hobbs, 1977). This is considered to be an important factor in the issue of global 

warming. It is necessary to gain M e r  insight into stratified entrainment to yield better 

models of atmosphenc dynamics in global climate models as well as  weather forecasts. 

Turbulence is not accurately represented in present-day models, especially for 

geophysical applications. 

Among turbulent flows, the motion of buoyant fluid known as 'thermal' has been 

snidied îheoretically, experimentally and computationally for several decades. However, 



ody  preliminary work has been done to study the interaction between a stratified 

interface and a themal, and no entrainment measurements have been performed for this 

specific case. 

The t e m  ''themal" is used to denote a parce1 of isolated buoyant fluid suddedy 

released fkom rest, which subsequently moves under the action of buoyancy forces alone- 

Themals, easily observed as cumulus clouds in the atmosphere, have been measured in 

shape and motion. They are buoyancy-driven convection eddies which generate most of 

the turbulence in the unstable atrnospherk boundary layer (Young, 1988). An isolated 

thermal is the ultirnate form of convective elements in the atmosphere (Woodward, 

1959). From the motion of cumulus clouds, it appears that convection, which is produced 

by buoyancy forces, consists largely of more or less isolated masses of buoyant air rising 

into and mkhg  with their surroundings (Scorer, 1957). The general motion of a thermal 

is similar to a vortex ring (Turner, 1986). Moreover, the surface of a thermal has a 

'cauliflower' pattern charactenstic of cumulus clouds. A thermal is characterized by its 

total buoyancy force and does not possess any circulation, kinetic energy, or momenturn 

at the moment of release. The circulation is generated entirely by buoyancy after the 

thermal is released. The horizontal scales of thermal circulation range around 1.5 times 

the depth of the convective boundary layer (Caughey & Palmer, 1979). The classical 

view (Scorer, 1957) indicated that the entrainment and mixing of a thermal take place 

over the advancing fkont of the thermal, then the mixed fluid parcels are taken to the 

center of the thermal by the vortex core rotation. However, using laser-induced 

fluorescence, Johari (1992) found that environmental fluid is fmt mked at the center of 



the thermal. His description is based on the notion of entrainment and mWng by large 

eddies (Roshko, 1976). Entrainment in themals is accomplished through engulfriient of 

fluid in the rear of themals because the induced velocity nom the vorticity field causes 

ambient fluid to enter the backside of the thermal. Even though small eddies around the 

fiont and sides of the thermal also participate in the entrainment process, the bulk of 

entrahed fluid cornes from large-scale motions of the vortex core. The volume of fluid 

entrained by small scde eddies is negligible compared to the contribution f?om large- 

scale motions (Johari, 1992). It is believed that the motion within a thermal is composed 

of a rising motion in the middle and a descendhg one on the sides, s i d a r  to a vortex 

ring (Woodward, 1959 and Turner, 1963). A thermal has a spreading angle of about 33 

degrees while the diameter increases linearly with vertical or downstream distance fiom 

the source (Figure 1). The advancing fiont of a themal has traditionally been used for 

rneasurements since it is a relatively distinctive point (Johari, 1989). A self-similar 

thermal has a width of about half the distance the Çont traveled (Johari, 1992). 

Taylor first descnbed the entrainment hypothesis at the Pacific Science Association 

meeting in 1949; however, Batchelor (1954) gave a wider exposure through a review 

lecture. The basic form of this hypothesis is that the mean inflow velocity across the 

edge of a turbulent flow is assumed to be proportional to the local characteristic velocity 

(Figure 2). For a jet, the e n m e n t  velocity is proportional to the centerline velocity. 

The velocity of a themial rishg in an unstratified environment is its characteristic 

velocity. The total volume innow depends on the surface area, the geometry and the 

dynamics of the flow (Turner, 1986). 



Scorer (1957), Woodward (1959), and Tumer (1963) perfonned tank experiments 

involving heavy brine parcels sinking through fiesh water. They observed that the 

diameter increases linearly with vertical distance fiom the source. Their results seemed 

to confkn the applicability of similarity solutions. The basic results of dimensional 

analysis have been supported by Iaboratory experiments from which numerical values of 

the various constants have been obtained, and also by more detailed numerical 

calculations. For an isolated thermal released in a water tank, there are simple 

dimensional laws which are as follows (Tuner, 1964): 

where r is the half-width of the thermal, z is the height of the fiont of the thermal, a is a 

dimensionless constant, w is the velocity of the thermal, C is another dimensiodess 

constant, g' is the buo yancy acceleration due to the density difference (pi -p), p and p 1 are 

the densities inside and outside of the thermal, respectively, and g is the acceleration due 

to gravity. In the case of a thermal rnoWig through a uniform ambient fluid, it is shown 

experimentally that C and a remain constant during a single experimenk with values of 

1.2 and 0.25, respectively. From the thermal geornetry and assuming potential flow in 

the surroundings, the values of C and a can be detennined without req-g any 



information about the flow inside the thermal (Tumer, 1964). On the other haad, the 

buoyancy force, F*, remains constant for any rising thermal. There is a clear dependence 

of the various parameters on the height z and the buoyancy force F* (Turner, 1973). The 

velocity, size and acceleration due to buoyancy are as follows: 

Grabowski and Clark (1991 and 1993) used two and three-dimensional numerical 

experiments to simulate thermals and study the environment-boundary instability. The 

subject of their studies, namely, the cloud-environment interface instability, is considered 

by them a primary entrainment mechanism. The buoyancy gradient between the thermal 

and its environment generates vorticity sheets at the leadbg-edge boundary surroundhg 

the nsing thexmal. Simulations discussed in those papers show that a shear layer 

tangentid to the thermal-environment interface develops as the thermal rises, with 

upward motion inside the thermal and downward motion in the environment. This shear 

layer is associated with barocluiic vorticity production by horizontal gradients of 

buoyancy (Grabowski and Clark, 1991). However, there are no known laboratory or 

field observations reporting similar structures. 

In stratified turbulence, the interaction between stratified interfaces and turbulent 

flows is a critical problem. Some experiments have shown that the entrainment rate 

declines in generd with increasing stratification. It is obsemed that the relationship 



between the entrainment rate and the Richardson number obeys a power law (Turner, 

1973) when the Richardson number is between one and a few hundreds. The relationship 

is often dehed as: 

where w, is the entrainment velocity across the interface, wi the characteristic velocity of 

the impinging turbulent flow, c and a are dimensionless constants. The Richardson 

number (the ratio of potential energy to kinetic energy) is defined in terms of the 

impinging turbulence quantities: 

where g' is the buoyancy acceleration due to the density dBerence Ap, g is the 

acceleration of gravity, Ap is the density difference across the interface, p is the density 

of one layer fluid, 6 is the length scale of the incident turbulence at the interface, wï is the 

characteristic velocity of the turbulence (Figure 3). For R i 4 ,  the kinetic energy of the 

largest eddies is greater than the potentiai energy investrnent in engulfing a tongue of 

fluid, so there is little or no effect of stratification on entrainment. When the Richardson 

number is very large, the interface becomes flat. The diffusion becomes the dominant 



entrainment process and the potential energy can no longer affect the entrabment. 

Therefore, the entrainment rate becomes independent of Ri mreidenthal and Baker, 

1985). 

The entrainment velocity, w,, represents the rate at which the interface is rising due to 

entrahunent of upper Iayer fluid into the turbulent flow, ernerging fiom the lower layer 

(see figure 3). The dhensionless entrainment rate is de£ïned as the ratio of the 

entrainment velocity w, to the characteristic velocity w,. In the literature, the value of the 

entrainment exponent a has been found to be -1/2, -1, -3/2 or in one case -2. For a vortex 

ring (Linden, 1973) and a plume (Kumagai, 1984), a was found to be close to -312. For a 

jet impinging on a stratified interface (Cotel et al., 1997), a was rneasured to be -1/2. 

Turner (1973) also found that the value of a seemed to depend on the Schmidt or the 

Prandtl number if the stratification agent was heat rather tha. salt for stining grid 

turbulence. The Schmidt number (Sc) is 

v 
S c =  - , (10) 

D m  

where Dm is the molecular diffhivity and v is the kinematic viscosity. The Prandtl 

number (Pr) is 

where DT is the thermal diffusivity. When the Richardson number is less than seven, the 

value of a equals -312. If R..S-7, the value of a remains -3/2 for salt stratification, but 

becomes -1 for heat stratification (Tumer, 1973). Cotel and Breidenthal(1997) suggested 



that the persistence of the entraining eddies is a critical parameter in detennining the 

entrainment regime, in addition to the conventional parameters such as Richardson, 

Reynolds and Schmidt numbers. The dimemionless vortex persistence paiameter T is 

defined to be the number of rotations a vortex makes during the time it moves its own 

diameter with respect to the interface (Cotel and Breidenthal, 1997). T is proportional to 

the ratio of the rotational to the translational speed of the entraining eddy. The 

translational speed is the speed at which the eddy is moving with respect to the interface. 

The rotational speed is unambiguous to any ineaial observer. T is independent of Ri, Re 

or Sc, since they al1 c m  be varied separately while T is held constant. Based on the value 

of the penistence parameter for thermals estimated to be close to unity, the entrainment 

rate is predicted to be proportional to for a thermal impinging on a thin interface, 

for a range of Ri greater than 1, but less than that at which the interface becomes flat, i.e. 

at Ri =  el'^ (Cotel and Breidenthal, 1997). 

Little laboratory work has been done on thermals interacting with a stratified 

interface. In early 196Os, Richards (1962) and Saunders (1962) observed the penetration 

of thermals through an interface between different density fluids. Richards (1 962) found 

the achial velocity wl of the front of a thermal measured at the interface to follow the 

laws: 



where z is the distance traveled, r is the half-width of the thermal, t the elapsed time, h 

the height of the interface, M the mass excess which is the difference between the masses 

contauied withui and displaced by the themial while in the surrounding fiuid, and pi the 

density of the displaced fiGd. The parameter nl is constant for thermals; however, it 

varies between different runs over the range 1.9 to 7.5. CI has roughly the same value for 

all thermals, 0.73. 

In our laboratory experiments, two kinds of themals were investigated. "Classical" 

thermals are produced by positive buoyant forces. This is the fïrst step in mimicking the 

atmospheric convective case. However, evaporative cooling and latent heat release al l  

affect the dynamics of clouds in the atmosphere. Evaporative cooling occurs when dry 

environmental air is entrained into positively buoyant cumulus clouds and changes the 

positively buoyant clouds to negatively buoyant clouds. Latent heat is released during 

the phase changes at constant temperature in a cloud environment and generates extra 

buoyancy (Wallace & Hobbs, 1977). Our next step focuses on the effects of evaporative 

cooling. In order to simulate cloud conditions more closely, buoyancy reversal has been 

used in the laboratory to simulate evaporative cooling. When atmospheric convection 

develops in the troposphere, airflows of various scales, fiom small scale turbulence to 

large eddies, initiate entrainment and detrainment and create mixing between convective 



air and the environment @etts, 1973; Blyth et al, 1988; Bretheaon & Smolarkiewicz, 

1989; Taylor & Baker, 1991). The mixing process reduces the buoyancy of the cloud air 

very efficiently by evaporating liquid water droplets within clouds. In other words, the 

cloud air quickly becomes negatively buoyant in the troposphere because of rnixing with 

environmental dry air (Hu, 1998). Buoyancy reversal has been considered to have a 

dramatic eEect on the global motions of clouds, but it has less effect on the entrainment 

rate and rr.ûxing of buoyant fluid (Johari, 1992; Grabowski and Clark, 1993). A few 

experimental and numerical studies have investigated effects of evaporative cooling. 

Buoyancy reversal, which is a result of evaporative cooling, infiuences the entrainment 

process if the magnitude of the reversal is comparable to the initial stratification (Shy and 

Breidenthal, 1990) via a 'kloud-top entminment instability" proposed by Deardoff (1980) 

and Randall (1980). The concept of "cloud-top entrainment instability" assumes a 

positive feedback between the buoyancy reversal due to evaporative cooling and the 

entrainment rate. Grabowski (1995) argues that the buoyancy reversal affects the 

entrainment in two different ways. First, buoyancy reversal directly enhances the kinetic 

energy of small-scale entraining eddies, so the enhanced entrainment is thought to occur 

when the magnitude of the reversai is comparable to the initial stratification. Second, 

buoyancy reversal indirectly leads to more entrainment and mixing through large-scale 

eddies entraining air into cloud. In other words, enhancement of entrainment occurs 

through the enhancement of global flow structures. Furthexmore, Turner and Yang's 

(1963) early laboratory experirnents found that the rate of entrainment at the top of 

stratocumulus clouds was not enhanced significantly by modest buoyancy reversal. 

There is a clear distinction between the dramatic effects of buoyancy reversal on the 



oved l  dynamics on one hand and small effects on the dynamics of entraining eddies on 

the other hand as observed by Johari (1992) in the laboratory and numerically by 

Grabowski (1995). 

According to Johari (1 992) and Grabowski and Clark (1993), the entrainment shodd 

not be innuenced dramatically by buoyancy reversa1 as long as it is weak. Moreover, the 

entrainment rate should decrease in general with increasing stratification as for positive 

buoyant thermals. However, no one has tested the effect of evaporative cooling in the 

case of impinging turbulence on a stratified interface. 

Most of previous studies have looked at thermals in a homogeneous environment 

(Scorer, 1958; Woodward, 1959; Tumer, 1964 and Johari, 1992). However, in the 

atmosphere, stratification is ubiquitouç. Turbulence interacting with stratified interfaces 

plays a critical role in global atmospheric dynafnics. Therefore, a simple, thin stratified 

interface was chosen to be investigated in the laboratory. 

A water tank with a thermal release rnechanism was used for the experiments. The 

laboratory experiments and results for the classicd thermals impinging on a stratified 

interface are presented in chapter 2, and results for the buoyancy reversal case are in 

chapter 3. Finally, the summw and conclusions are presented in chapter 4. 



Chapter 2. Thermals Impinging on a Stratified Interface 
without Buoyancy Reversa1 

2.1 Experirnental Apparatus 

The main problem in the creation of themals in the laboratory is the development of 

a satisfactory release device with which reliable and repeatable therrnals can be obtained. 

An ideal mechanism for releasing thermals would simulate the atmospheric release 

process as closely as possible. However, the atmospheric releae process is not very well 

understood and therefore difficult to reproduce in a laboratory setting. Furthemore, 

thermals are very sensitive to initial disturbances and can have distinctly different 

trajectories due to s m d  variations in the release process. This has to be taken into 



consideration in the designing phase. One of the techniques is to invert a thui 

hemisphericd cup filled with the thermal fluid, either fiom the top or the bottom of the 

tank (Scorer, 1958). Another method is to use a cylinder reservoir m e d  with buoyant 

fluid, and the lid of the chamber to be withdrawn suddenly to release the thermal fiom 

rest (Tumer, 1963). In our experiments, the latter technique was adopted. 

The matenal of the tank walls consists of chemically resistant lucite to give an 

unobstructed view of the flow. Themals are released fiom the bottom of the tank as the 

nsing clouds in the atmosphere. The apparatus is sketched in figure A in the Appendix. 

The parts of the apparatus are shown in table A and figures A-1 to A-10 (see Appendk). 

The dimensions of the tank are 12" x 12" x 27" in height. In order to create enough 

entrainment to be measured accurately and to minimize wall effects, a vertical cylinder of 

2.5" inside diameter, 1" height and 1/8" wdl thickness was designed and built (Figure A- 

9). It is located at the bottom of the tank and covered by a thin, horizontal sliding 

stainless steel lid of 10%" length, 3%" width, and 1/16" thickness (Figure A-8). A flat 

rectangle was cut out on the lower part of the right-side wall (Figure A-3) to pull the lid 

outward. The induced flow effects fiom the sidewalls were small because the width of 

themals at the interface was less than forty percent of the tank's width (Johari, 1992). 

For the purpose of generating a thin stratified interface, the tank is separated into two 

charnbers by a thiri, horizontal sliding staialess steel plate 12" width, 16" length, and 

1/16" thickness (Figure A-7) which is located half way up the tank. The lefi-side wall, 

fiont and back walls are slotted in for sliding the steel plate (Figure A-1 and A-2). The 

steel plate is pulled outward through the right-side wall (Figure A-3). The two holes in 



the bottom of the tank are designed to drain the fluid (Figure A-4). O-rings seds are used 

to prevent leaking (Figure A-5 and A-6). This experimental apparatus was tested before 

the experiments were undertaken. The leaking problem fiom one side of the tank was 

prevented by using vacuum grease. 

2.2 Experimental Techniques 

2.2.1 Set Up 

The complete experimental set-up is shown in figure 4. Two fluids of different sdt 

concentrations are used to represent the top and bottom layers. The density of the lower 

layer fluid p~ is greater than that of the upper layer fluid PA. The release mechanism is 

as follows. A cylinder, 2.5" in diameter and 1" high, is Iocated at the bottom of the tank 

Once the cylinder is filled with a mixture of pure water and water-soluble dye, the lid is 

slid back over the cylinder. Then, the lower section of the tank is filled with a fluid of 

density PB. The sliding plate is pushed in, and findly a fluid with density p~ is poured 

into the upper section. The sliding plate and the lid are used to minimize mWng between 

the different fluids before a m. The density of the thermal p, is always Iess than both p~ 

and PA- 

2.2.2 Experimental Procedure 

First, the sliding plate, located in the middle of the tank, is pulled out. In order to 

obtain sufficient entrainment and to rninimize wall effects, the tank is then slowly drained 

so that the interface is positioned at the desired level. The initial level of the interface is 

set at 12"; the final position is between 8" and 12" fiom the tank bottom, depending on 



different runs. The interface rernains thin throughout the draining process. Then, the lid 

above the cylinder is withdrawn to begin a m. Considerable attention is necessary at 

this stage so that no initial circulation is imposed on the thermal. Experiments were 

recorded by using a combination of a TM-920 Video Monitor, a TK-1280U video camera 

fitted with a TV-200M COSMICAR Lens, and a SONY VCR. 

The evolution of a thermal rising towards the interface is shown in a sequence of 

photographs fiom a single run (Figure Sa-f). The initial interface is marked with dots in 

the photographs. The interface is thin compared with the thermal eddy size. The buoyant 

thermal fhïd is released fiom the cylinder at the bottom of the tank (Figure Sa). Before 

the thermal impinges on the interface, the largest eddies are responsible for controlling 

the rate of mornentum and mass transport, because they have a greatest velocity, and, 

equally importantly, the greatest range (Roshko, 1976). A wake can be observed behind 

the thermal due to release procedure (Figure 5b). At this stage, the thermal becornes self- 

similar as the width of the thermal is about half of the distance the fiont traveled (Johari, 

1992). The themal penetrates through the interface, rebounds fiom it and spreads 

laterally (Figure 5c). At this point in the experiment, the entraining eddy may not be the 

largest one because of stratification. The interface rises by a certain amount due to 

turbulent entrainment across it (Figure 5d). The thermal colIapses (Figure 5e). Finally, 

the thennal entrainment process is finished and the interface becomes flat (Figure 3). 

The average entrainment velocity is 



where Hk is the change in interface height due to thermal enealliment measured at Hk. 

tir represents the duration of the entrainment process, fiom the t h e  the themal is 

released mtil the thermal stops entraining fluid fiom the upper layer. A stopwatch is 

used to record the different times. The thermal velocity is 

where dI is a distance of 2cm just below the interface. f is the time the thermal traveled 

the distance dv recorded with a stopwatch so that wl represents the thermal velocity just 

below the interface. The height of the interface and the distance traveled by the thermal 

are measured visually fiom a d e r  on the side of the tank. The width of the thermal 6 is 

measured just before the thermal impinges on the interface (Figure 3). For all 

experiments, the interface is reached by a thermal in a few seconds, but the entrainment 

process at the interface takes at least 40 seconds. 

Groups of data (Table 1) have been obtained fkom different nuis. The dimensionless 

entrainment rate wJwl versus the Richardson number Ri is shown in log-log plots 

(Figure 6a-c). The entrainment rate wJwl is the velocity at which the interface is rising 

nomalized by the measured thermal velocity as it approaches the interface. The 

Richardson number is based on the density difference as defined earlier in the 

introduction. In case 1 (Figure 6a), Ap is equal to PB-PA. the density Merence between 

the upper and the lower layer and p is p ~ ,  the density of the lower layer fluid. In case 2 



(Figure 6b), Ap is the same as in case 1, but p is PA, the density of the upper layer fluid. 

In case 3 (Figure 6c), Ap is equal to p~.pt the densi@ difference between the thermal and 

the upper layer fluid, and p is ph the density of the upper layer fluide We assumed the 

density of the thermal doesn7t change during a single nui in case 3. From Figure 6a-c, we 

found that the entrainment rate declines with increasing Richardson number as equation 

7. The value of the exponent, i.e. the slope is determined by curve fitting to be between - 

1.5 and -1 S2. There is about +IO%-1 5% error due to lack of accuracy when measuring 

the tirne. 

We define the Reynolds number 

Re is based on the thermal quantities: its diameter 6, velocity wl and the kinematic 

viscosity v. The value of the Reynolds number for al1 nuis is around 1 04. 

2.4 Discussion 

The results are similar to those obtained for stirring grid turbulence (Turner 1973) and 

a plume impinging on a stratifïed interface (Kumagai 1984). There is almost no 

entrainment at high Richardson number. It is not recorded on Figure 6a-c, due to the Iack 

of measurement accuracy for such s m d  values of the entrainrnent rate. On the other 



hand, no matter which density is used in the dehition of the Richardson number, the 

same results are obtained. 

The results confirms the prediction that the entrainment rate of a thermal impinging 

on a stratified interface is proportional to Ri-3n (Cote1 and Breidenthal, 1997). The 

present experiments reinforce the importance of the persistence parameter. As we 

mentioned in the introduction, a thermal is non-persistent. Let us compare a themal with 

a vortex ring. Assuming the Ri, Re and Sc numbers are the same for both cases, the 

creathg process, i.e. momentum or buoyancy, does not determine the entrainment 

regime. In the cases of the vortex ring and the thermal, the value of the persistence 

parameter is the same, and the same entrainment law is measured. For a jet and a plume, 

the persistence parameter and the entrainment regime are different, the jet is persistent, 

whereas the plume is subject to high fluctuations @ai et al., 1994), and is therefore non- 

persistent. There is a direct correlation between the value of the persistence parameter 

and the entrainment regime, when the other parameters are the same. The creation 

mechanism of either buoyancy or momentum is not significant in determinhg the 

entrainment rate. 

A fully accurate laboratory simulation of atmospheric themals would include the 

effect of evaporative cooling and latent heat. We choose to add the effect of buoyancy 

reversal to a thermal in order to simulate evaporative cooling in the laboratory. 

Evaporative cooling is more practical to simulate in the laboratory than latent heat release 

at this stage of our study. 



Chapter 3. Evaporative Cooiing Effects on Thermal 
Entrainment 

Evaporative cooling happens when a positively buoyant cloud parce1 becomes 

negatively buoyant due to a change in density because the evaporation of liquid water 

droplets within a cloud causes coolhg (Johari, 1992). For instance, atrnospheric moist 

convection is an exarnple of a buoyant reversing system, because m g  of positively 

buoyant cloudy air and dry environmental air usudly leads to the formation of negative 

buoyancy (Grabowski, 1995). 

3.1 Buoyancy Reversa1 Parameter 



In order to simulate the density changes accompanying evaporative cooling in a water 

tank, Johari (1992) used mixtures of ethyl alcohol and ethylene glycol as themals were 

released fiom the bottom of the tank. The same chenicals were used in the experiments 

of Turner (1966). Johari (1992) found that the behavior of themals depends strongly on 

a dirnensionless parameter, cded the buoyancy reversal parameter: 

The density is a fimction of the volume fkaction of released thexmal fluid. Thus p(0) is 

the density of the environment and p(1) is that of the initial thermal fluid. The peak 

density of a given alcohol-glycol mixture is p*. 

The same technique was used in our experiments. Several curves Pigure 7) describe 

the density of themals against the volume fraction of thermal fluid P. The horizontal line 

represents the density of the lower layer fluid initially surrounding the thermal. The 

curves above and below this line show the thermal with negative and positive buoyancy, 

respectively. The pure thermal fluïd is represented by P=l, and the arnbient fluid by W. 

When P equals P*, the alcohol-glycol mixture reaches its peak density p*. A thermal 

would have then maximum negative buoyancy. The dimensionless parameter D* 

(equation 19) determines the intensity of buoyancy reversal. In the absence of any 

buoyancy reversal, D*=O. Thermals nse continuously when D* is less than 0.5. Within 

this regime, thermals do not stop or tum back even though they decelerate. They also 

leave some fluid behind in their wake. For the values of D* close to 0.5, thermals detrain 



a large volume of fluid. In the regime of D* between 0.6 and 0.9, thennals travel a 

certain distance and break into two parts, one travelling upwards and the other 

downwards. Thermals always descend back toward the bottom of the tank d e r  rising a 

short distance for D* greater than 1. The thennals in this regime do not develop very far 

and only penetrate a very short distance (Johari, 1992). In general, the trajectory of 

thermals with buoyancy revend depends strongly on D* as mentioned above, and the 

cbevaporating" thermals do not penetmte as far as thermals without buoyancy reversal. 

The range of D* for the present experiments is from O to 0.5. Within this range, 

thermals rise to the top of the tank and do not break into two parts or turn down shoaly 

afler having been released, as discussed above. There is little amount of entrainment 

across the interface when the range of D* is greater than 0.5, so that no accurate 

measurements could be performed. We chose to restnct the range of D* so that the 

themals produced are representative of the real atrnospheric case (Siems et al., 1990). 

Joharï's (1992) experiments show that the molecular-scale mWng features of these 

therrnals are similar to that of rising therrnals without buoyancy reversal as long as these 

thermals maintain upward motion, even though the trajectory is strongly affected by D*. 

It implies that buoyancy reversa1 does not influence the fundamental mixing and 

entrainment dynamics of convective elements, as long as the thermal is rising. The same 

result was also found in numericd experiments. Grabowski & Clark (1993) and 

Grabowski (1995) did numerical experiments on thermals with and without buoyancy 

reversal. They believe that entrainment in the nunerical experiments is driven by the 



baroclinic instability, and not by the buoyancy reversal process. T'en, they suggested 

that buoyancy reversal associated with evaporative cooling affects the overall flow 

evolution, but has srnall effects on the dynamics of the entraining eddies. In other words, 

buoyancy revend has little effect at the initial stages of cloud development, but the 

entrainment rate is likely to change signincantly when the buoyancy reversal becomes 

very strong. 

3.2 Experimental Procedure 

The apparatus is similar to that used for the experirnents of the classical themds 

(Figure 4). Two fluids with different densities represent two layers separated by a 

stainless steel sliding plate in the middle of the tank. The upper layer fluid is a mixture of 

water and alcohol with density p,. The content of alcohol varies nom 0.04% to 0.17% in 

this layer for different runs. The lower layer fluid is pure water with density ps, greater 

than PA. The release mechanism is a cylinder covered with a small sliding lid to prevent 

the alcohol-glycol mumire from mWng with the surrounding fluid. The m i m e  is 

visualized by adding water-soluble dye. The densities of the two fluids, p~ and p ~ ,  are 

always greater than the thermal density fi 

The fïrst step is to fil1 the small cylinder at the bottom of the tank with an alcohol and 

glycol mixture and cover it with the lid. In order to constmct a simple discontinuous 

stratification in the enviionmental fluid, the lower section of the tank is filled with water 



and covered with the horizontal plate, then a water and alcohol mixtlne is poured into the 

upper section. Withdrawing the plate carefbliy yields an interface thzt is thin compared 

with the thermal size. To ensure that thermals are reaching the interface without wall 

effects, the interface is lowered by draining the water fiom the lower chamber, before a 

nui. The appropriate position was found to be at a height between 5.5" to 7.5" fiom the 

bottom of the tank for dxerent runs. The draining process m u t  be slow to avoid 

disturbing the interface. Then, the lid is pulled out to begh a run. 

3.3 Results 

The buoyant thermal fluid mixture rising from the cylinder at the bottom of the tank 

is shown in figure 8a. When the initial positively buoyant thermal begins to mix with the 

ambient fluid, the density of the thermal is increased but is still less than that of the lower 

layer. A partially negatively buoyant thermal is generated as shown in figure 8b. It 

appears that the negative buoyancy decelerates the thermal. The themial continues to 

travel upwards because the total density of the thermal is still less than that of the 

environment and penetrates through the interface, rebounds fiom it and spreads laterally 

dong the interface (Figure 8c). The behavior is not much difCerent fiom classical 

thermals without buoyancy reversa1 for the range of D* between O to 0.5. The interface 

rises a certain arnount because of turbulent entrainment of the upper layer fluid into the 

thermal (Figure 8d). The themal collapsed after several seconds (Figure 8e). Finally, 

the thermal entrainment process is finished (Figure 80. Similar measurement techniques 



to the classical thermal case are used, the same quantities are measured, Le., the instant 

width of the thermal, the velocity of the thermal and the entrainment velocity. 

The volume ratio of alcohol to glycol in the initial themals is 94% to 71% for 

different runs as shown in table 2. For instance, the ratio is 94% for the first m. One 

group of data of D*=0.214 is shown in table 3. The dimensionless entrainment rate 

wJwI versus the Richardson number Ri is shown in six log-log plots (Figure 9a-e) and 

the value of the exponent is determined fiom curve fitting to be between -1.46 to -1.63. 

The entrainment rate w$wl is defined as before. The entrainment rates clearly decline 

with increasing Richardson nurnbers (Figure 9a-e) for different values of D*. The 

relationship between the enûahment rate wJwi and the dirnensionless parameter D* 

between 0-0.5 is plotted in log-log plots for several values of the Richardson number 

(Figure 10a-c). The dope between w$wl and D* is fiom 0.03 to 0.08 known by curve 

fitting. The error is of the order of & 10%-20% due to lack of accuracy when measuring 

the tirne. The Reynolds number based on the thermal quantities at the interface is 104. 

The possibility of buoyancy reversa1 between the lower and upper layer fluids has 

been tested. Data show no buoyancy reversal between those two layers. 

3.4 Discussion 

The results of the relationship between the entrainment rates and the Richardson 

nurnbers are similar to those for classical thennais. There is a difference in magnitude 



for the entrainment rate with and without buoyancy reversal of a factor of 10 (Figure 11). 

This can be explained by the decrease in size and acceleration of the thermal due to 

buoyancy reversal. As seen in figure 8c, sorne of the thermal fluid is left behind as the 

thermal is nsing. A net decrease in velocity is also easily observed. However, the 

difference does not influence the relationship between the Richardson number and the 

entrainment rate. The entrainment velocity at large Ri could not be measured due to low 

measurement accumcy. These results indicate that the relationship between the 

entrainment rate and the Richardson number follows the same power law for themals 

with or without buoyancy reversa impinging on a stratified interface. 

The results in figure IOa-c dernonstrate that the entrainment rates can be assumed to 

be independent of the buoyancy reversal parameter for O<D*c0.5 for the case of thermals 

impinging on a stratified interface. This is in agreement with Grabowski and Clark 

(1993); the entrainment rate is constant in this range, so the effects of buoyancy reversal 

are negligible on the dynamics of entraining thermals when the buoyancy reversal 

parameter is small. These results are also supported by the result of Joharî's (1992) 

laboratory experiments. The mixing and entrainment dynamics of convective elements 

do not depend on the presence of buoyancy reversai phenomenon as long as upward 

motion is maintained. Therefore, it is believed that buoyancy reversal does not 

significantly affect the rate of mWng between convecting fluid and its environment. 

Moreover, Siems et al. (1990) analyzed soundings fkom atmosphenc data on 

stratocurnulus and trade cumulus clouds, taken nom the FRE (First ISCCP Regional 



Experirnent) experiment in 1987 and Joint Hawaiian Warm R a b  Project experirnent in 

1985, respectively. They suggest th& D* observed in stratocumulus is less than 1.3. The 

observations couid not determine the value of the critical D* above which there is strong 

buoyancy reversal and unstable behavior as seen in the laboratory by Shy and Breidenthal 

(1990). 



Chapter 4. Summary and Conclusions 

Laboratory experiments provide a powerful tool for investigating the hdamentals of 

stratified turbulence, leading to new insight in natural atmospheric phenornena The 

present experiments improve the current understanding of transport across the tropopause 

by making the f ist  measurements of entrainment across an interface due to a rishg 

thermal with and without evaporative cooling. 

For themais without buoyancy reversal, the entrainment rate was found to be 

proportional to as predicted by Cote1 and Breidenthd (1997). The effect of 

evaporative cooling on thermal entrainment was investigated in the laboratory. The 

entrainment rate was also found to be proportional to p. In our experiments, the value 



of the entrainment rate does not depend on the buoyancy reversal parameter D* for the 

range of 0-0.5. The buoyancy reversal panuneter in the laboratory is of the same order 

as that in the atmosphere (Siems et al., 1990). The laboratory experiments represent a 

case of weak buoyancy reversal. There is a clifference in magnitude (factor of 10) for the 

entrainment rate of the themal with and without buoyancy reversal, due to the 

deceleration and the reduced size of the thermal in the buoyancy reversal case. The 

Richardson number ranged between 3 to 25, the Reynolds number was of the order of 

104, and the Schmidt number was around 600 for the experiments performed. 

The large differences in Reynolds and Schmidt numbers between the laboratory and 

the atmosphere are important issues for geophysical interpretation of laboratory results. 

The Reynolds number in the atmosphere around IO* to 109, is much larger than the 

Reynolds number in the laboratory of the order of 104. The results fiom laboratory 

experiments are expected to be applicable to the atmosphere, as long as the Reynolds 

number is above a critical value of order 1o3 called the m g  transition Preidenthal & 

Baker, 1985) which is necessary for the development of small-scde turbulence. 

Furthemore, the entrainment rate of a jet impinging on a stratified interface was found to 

be independent of Reynolds number for Ri between 1 and 100 (Cotel, 1995). 

The experiments reported here represent the first step in quantifying turbulent 

entrainment of thermals impinging on a stratified interface. The logical next step wodd 

be to include latent heat to completely simulate the atmospheric case in the laboratory. 

Also, the amount of m k b g  produced by a thermal penetrating in a stratified environment 



needs to be quatltified using laser-induced fluorescence. Particle image velocimetry 

measurements of the velocity and vorticity fields would be useful in determining the 

intefiace dynamics. These future steps wodd m e r  our understanding of themais in a 

stratified environment. 



TABLE 1. Experimental data for thermals without buoyancy reversal case 1 

Exp. 
Number 



TABLE 2. Alcohol and glycol content in thermal mixtures 

Thermal 
density pt 

m3) 

Alcohol 
(m3) 

Glycol 
(mm3) % 



TABLE 3. Experimental data for thermals with buoyancy reversa1 for D* = 0.2 14 

Exp. 
Nurnber 



Figure 1. Sketch of a thermal 

Figure 2. Cloud entrainment 



Figure 3. Schematic of a thermal impinging on a stratified interface 
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- lid 

\ cylinder 

Figure 4. Sketch of the water tank 



Figure 5a. Photograph of a classical thermal just after release 

Figure Sb. Photograph of a classical thermal before impinging 

on the stratified intedace 



Figure Sc. Photograph of a classical thermal impinging on the 

stratified interface 

Figure 5d. Photograph of a classical thermai after impingement on I 

stratified interface 



Figure 5e. Photograph of a classical thermal collapse d e r  

irnpingement on the stratified interface 

Figure 5f. Photograph of the final stage of a classical thermal 



Figure 6a. Entrainment rate (w,/w [ )  VS. Richardson number (Ri) for 
the classical thermal case 1 



Figure 6b. Entrainment rate (we/w l )  vs. Richardson number (Ri) for 
the classicaI thermal case 2 



Figure 6c. Entrainment rate (welw ,) vs. Richardson number (Ri) for 
the classical thermal case 3 
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Figure 7. Density p as a function of volume fraction P 



Figure 8a. Photograph of a thermal with buoyancy reversa1 @*=O. 16) 

just d e r  release 

Figure 8b. Photograph of a thermal with buoyancy reversa1 (D*=O. 16) 

before impinging on the stratified interface 



Figure 8c. Photograph of a thermal with buoyancy reversal @*=O. 16) 

impinging on the stratified interface 

Figure 8d. Photograph of a thermal with buoyancy reversa1 @*=O. 1 6) 

after irnpingement on the stratified interface 



Figure 8e. Photograph of a thermal with buoyancy reversa1 @*=O. 1 6) 

collapse after impingement on the stratified interface 

Figure 8f. Photograph of the final stage of a thermal with buoyancy 

reversa1 @*=O. 16) 



Figure 9a. Entrainment rate ( w , l w l )  vs. Richardson number (Ri) for 
D*=0.053. 



Figure 9b. Entrainment rate (wJw l )  vs. Richardson number (Ri) for 
D*=0.078. 



Figure 9c. Entrainment rate (w,/w ,) vs. Richardson number (Ri) for 
D*=O. 16. 



Figure 9d. Entrainment rate (w,lw,) vs. Richardson number (Ri) for 
D*=0.214. 



Figure 9e. Entrainment rate (w, lw, )  vs. Richardson number (Ri) for 
D*=0.471. 



Figure 10a. Entrainment rate (w,/w, ) vs. Buoyancy reversal 
parameter (D*) for Ri=4. 



Figure 10b. Entrainment rate (w,/w ,) vs. Buoyancy reversa1 
parameter (D*) for Ri=6. 



Figure 10c. Entrainment rate (w,/w [ )  vs. Buoyancy reversal 
parameter (D*) for Ri=lO. 



Figure I l .  Cornparison of the entrainment rate (w,/wl) vs. Richardson 
number (Ri) with and without buoyancy reversal 
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APPENDM 

TABLE A. Parts of the water tank and release mechanism 

Remark 1 Order 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Lefi Wall 

Front & Back Wall Lucite Plastic 

UPPer 
Right wdl< 

lower 
Lucite Plastic 

Lucite Plastic 

Including s e h g  
rubber 

Sealing Lips (1) Lucite Plastic 

Sealing Lips (2) Lucite Plastic Inchding sealing 
rubber 1 

Partition Plate Stainless Steel 

Container Lid Staidess Steel 

Container PVC Pipe 

Including sealing 
rubber between the 
bottom wall and the 
P ~ W  

Lucite Plastic 



Figure A. Schematic 3-D Drawùng 

3 upper 

3 lower 



Figure A-1 

A - A  view 



Figure A-2 

B view 



Figure A-3 

Upper wall 

Lower wall 

C - C view 



D-D view 

Figure A-6 
E-E view 



Figure A-7 

Figure A-8 
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